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First they came for the socialists, and I did not speak out— 
     Because I was not a socialist. 
Then they came for the trade unionists, and I did not speak out— 
     Because I was not a trade unionist. 
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out— 
     Because I was not a Jew. 
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me. 
- Pastor Martin Niemöller  
 
I want to want, nothing at all. The future is an illusion both being uncertain 
although calculable to varying degrees and the mathematical certainty we are in a 
virtual reality universe to begin with. The past is a lie we are told or forms of it, 
with some truths; history is written by the victor, however there are discernible 
patterns. I happened to read the books and am smart, well-educated and a little 
wiser. Torture, does not make us safer and that is a known fact as well. Propaganda 
and other deceptions set aside, C.I.A. officials have had to publicly admit that. 
Further I have learned through rigorous study and painful experience, the farther 
governing is taken from the governed, the more chance for evil. Historical 
examples of power abusing temptations in Nazi Germany and the former U.S.S.R., 
was to turn good people into the secret police and others, over falsehoods and out 
of vengeance. The same is true in 2020 America. I personally almost died in 2016 
over repeating patterns in history and a national lack of discipline, frankly by my 
own countrymen in the overlap of organized crime and government with us 
targeted individuals  surviving lives worse than death secretly for too long, since 
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before the 1960s. Edward Snowden warned us some; this is about economic 
slavery in addition to losing our liberty over terrorism which is a on going tactic 
that our own country is guily of in false flag evils. We could be focusing on a 
stratagem for Gross Domestic Happiness (GDH) and preserving the Union. Instead 
1.5 million Americans are secretly being tortured by other Americans out of 
organizations like Blackwater. I was targeted for being a political dissident. I spent 
my young adult life advocating for higher education for all and was made a mind 
body and soul slave with advanced technology in the wrong hands. Centralized, 
corrupt organized crime spying and policing powers the U.S. constitutional 
republic was designed against, split Germany in two and de-composed the U.S.S.R. 
Are we next?  
 

 
I filed an affidavit with fellow Targeted Individual Dr. Kathryn Horton of  
www.stop007.org in Europe, and I will in the U.S.A. in both civil courts and  
possibly a military tribunal, as an extremely abused citizen with severely  
diminished quality of life with little, to no rights. I will also try take steps to  
reclaim my body and mind with Brain Computer Interface (B.C.I.) hardware  
being used to remote torture me now, justified similarly to constitutional  
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rights to firearms for personal protection, available for purchase allegedly on the 
darkweb at a site called “cashcab” that is similar to this device pictured on the 
world wide web here: www.openbci.com. A common name for organized  
Electromagnetic Frequency (E.M.F) or flesh and blood, or robotized,  
criminal gang members who have overthrown governments and any  
institution and people, at will, already secretly successful we Targeted  
Individuals (T.I.) call “perps.” Perps are long-term, persistent, terrorist,  
torturous, treasonous criminals who are well-organized in no good ways.  
Perps almost killed me in 2016. I have been so obfuscated, repressed,  
oppressed, suppressed, with audiences limited from my own liberating and  
interesting information. Perps using Brain Computer Interface (B.C.I.) hardware 
for transferring their consciousness to other locations to commit horrible crimes, 
virtually suspending habeas corpus are freeing themselves from legal repercussions  
and punishments for their evil-doing and law-breaking in this organized  
crime, undeclared war against U.S. citizens that us Targeted Individuals  
endure. 

 
I am willing to testify using lie detectors against the perpetrator systems  
pertaining to what I will disclose is this document. Some of my own pathos,  
logos and ethos remain as a middle-aged man while many literal and  
figurative efforts at trying to "kill the messenger" in me about T.I. and  
perping, have failed. A same plot to enslave all of us has only gone  
qualitatively and quantitatively worse since the Kennedy administration  
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sadly. I endure a second secret economy in human suffering. Through  
technological astral projection with perps using electroencephalography caps and 
chairs I am ALWAYS housed with hostile soldiers, who torture me for pleasure, 
are out of their minds and are NOT stand up guys with their real bodies flat on 
their backs in other, safe, locations away from the crimes they commit 24 hours a 
day. Perps do not need to sleep anymore with their real bodies consuming less 
energy being catatonic, often in their own feces as they are free to rape and pillage 
the world using “fake people” technology I will explain later. I am an American 
Targeted Individual, a tortured slave of the worst kind, for the slave. I am victim of  
E.M.F., sub-human, trans-human, fake human technological astral projection  
capable, organized criminal perpetrator consciousnesses. “Monitors” or 
Electro-Magnetic Frequency criminal perpetrators, or. E.M.F. perps are possibly 
using the “physics weak force” to separate their evil consciousnesses from their 
real bodies to “technologically astral project” to attack Targeted Individuals and 
others, and commit crimes using electroencephalography caps and chairs. The 
weak force, electromagnetism and Chi from the east might be three words to 
describe the same thing and is used in criminal perpetrating or perping. 
 

 
 
As I reveal to you these Dark Journalism topics at high risk to my person- 
hood as a grown man, 41 years old in 2020, I have become very much  
desensitized for better or for worse in this covert, undeclared war. I was not  
allowed to be as good as I wanted to be and to help my community. Perps  
(criminal perpetrators) have stolen my life’s work, identity, and my youth  
and destroy my thinking nearly, every minute, literally, since 2004. In  
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repeating patterns of history, I, American Intelligentsia, have been severely  
tortured and abused by the roughly six percent of the population that is  
psychopath, sociopath or the elusive narcissist with no protection from the  
country of my birth because of corruption, sin and other evils. Gangs  
attacking myself and my family are trying to blame everyone but themselves, even 
trying to blame aliens falsely for their very human perpetrator crimes. Perps try to 
falsely blame other countries, my community and friends in a long-term assault on 
a brilliant political dissident who was taken for granted, tortured and enslaved 
using Remote Neural Monitoring, weaponized sin and other evils.  
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Perps minimize the good I do and steal it for their gangs at speed of thought  
to mask their evils and to degrade me, the Targeted Individual and are no  
better than the evil human traffickers and tortures targeting T.I. Kevin  
Christian of Jonesborough, Georgia from Howard Circle. Overall, I have  
been unlawfully, intensely and relentlessly abused for 16 years disguised as  
only mental illness sin 2004 to date, when it is much more but is also mental  
illness too. I am a victim of extreme harassment and worse than lethal  
bullying, an understatement but no less childish. Invasive intellectual  
perversions, industrial espionage, sexual perversions of the possibly  
criminally insane and literally out of their minds perps, I have endured for  
going on two decades. I have been robbed of my youth, and so much more. Please  
see Kevin Christian Jonesborough, Georgia Targeted Individual Dark  
Journalism disclosure on YouTube for the definition of E.M.F. “monitor”  
consciousness. It means a human who can use “technological astral  
projection” or, a person who transferred their mind into a computer graphics  
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generated hologram form, far from where their real bodies are elsewhere using 
electroencephalography caps and chairs. Voice to Skull (V.2.K.) is disabling, 
Image to Skull (I.2.K.) is not enlightenment and Synthetic Telepathy is theft, and 
makes people want to take their own lives. A perverse, inverse, backwards, 
upside-down and inside-out, covert, undeclared war rages on against creation itself 
and against us Targeted Individuals, or otherwise known as T.I.  
 
These perps are involved 24/7 worldwide in the real New World Order. At the 
speed of thought, perps can be downtown Tokyo or in Putin’s Russia, nearly  
undetectably. Some of their T.I. human trafficking hidden structures, tactics  
and practices really are, borrowing from evil cult tactics and some of the  
evilest anything, not known to most in humanity. Perping can and has been  
proven, even with steps detailed in this document involving reflective  
surfaces like windows and mirrors. I am a white slave in the U.S.A., and a  
fairly cool nerd from the North West. I am more aware of the likelihood we  
are ALL earthling mammalian slave race members, kept ignorant and  
infantile clear into adulthood for more easy manipulations and exploitations,  
structurally disadvantaged from womb to grave and back again after forces  
memory wipes and reincarnations reportedly at the moon, in an unforgiving  
billions-to-one mathematically proven to be simulated, or virtual reality  
universe. That is more accurate than calling life a “video game,” there are  
many very serious and weighty matters occurring even in a VR, possibly cosmos 
wide or beyond or all I know.  
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Moreover, the many cancerous, organized criminal groups overlapping with 
governments that are doing us all in, in no-good ways will win and in that we will 
all lose, including them eroding our American Constitutional Republic, secretly 
and slowly 24 hours a day. There are by Blackwater estimates 1.5-2 million stolen, 
tortured and terrorized U.S T.I. slaves, mind body and soul of our 347 U.S. million 
citizens suffer from criminal, man-made mental illness and REAL designed hells 
on earth, all around us Targeted Individuals. I estimate about 5 million Americans 
doing the perping and committing these evil crimes, many of which are detailed at 
www.stopp007.org. The former U.S.S.R. had so many political dissidents 
purposefully driven crazy by the mafia and organized crime that overlaps with their 
government regime, the corrupt psychiatry establishment there and then, created 
false psychological disease diagnostics for those unhappy with the government, the 
state or polis. Those citizens were actually secretly being DRIVEN CRAZY by 
intelligence agency personal and secret technologies along with corrupt, organized, 
criminals using policing and spying powers that historically have destroyed 
nations. Advanced human traffickers in the U.S.A. who are real people in other 
locations, are secretly exploiting me today.  
 
Perpetrators are Evil 
 
Logical, emotional, expert proofs and examples I will use to expose the  
grave evil of the Targeted Individual system correlated too often with  
excellent, virtuous and wholesome T.I. like me. Our suffering as Targeted  
Individuals is caused by pure evil, often disguised as good and is carried out  
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by people who really are envious, hateful, sadistic, hypocritical sinister  
criminal gang members, bound and determined to ruin a country not older 
than Kikkoman Soy Sauce, the U.S.A. Some are sub-human and not told  
they are only robots that I have found in my experience with Image to Skull  
abuse and those human-trafficking me. Of the 347 million Americans, I for  
sure deserve my Constitution and Bill of Rights and not to be put on a  
terrorist watch list off the Oregon State Board of Higher Education and  
secretly tortured for 16 years now in 2020. Perps make excuses for torture  
and trauma-based mind control ends do not justify the means and it some of  
the worst evil, anywhere. The best militarizes are least often used, both in  
terms of ultimate nuclear devastation and peace being preferable to  
constant war. However, I am secretly, sadistically tortured day and night,  
by lawless, hidden, inhumane traitors, cowards, and cons, parasites on all of 
humanity, evil mind control addicts and worse. Perps are full of malice and break 
Geneva Convention rules of combat, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week not needing 
sleep anymore as monitor consciousness with their real bodies catatonic, 
consuming less energy in another location. I estimate there are about 5 million 
cancerous, pathological lying criminal perpetrators with E.M.F. tech capabilities in 
the U.S.A., and 100 million worldwide of our 7 billion people ranging from 
subcontractors for the military, intel agency scum, human trafficking traitorous, 
duplicitous, devilish, double-standard, deviant, treasonous evil men and woman 
and children and others slow killing the U.S. domestic population and others.  
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The U.S. military draws bodies from that same domestic population it is sub- 
contracting to terrorize us with, with organizations like the Secret Service  
and Blackwater; with a secret stratagem of stealing the world’s brains and  
slow kill death for political dissidents like me. The overt military would be  
some of the same institutions to free us from this same plot to enslave us all,  
mind, body and soul. 
 
We T.I live in man-made hells perps have no right to create, that are hard to  
gather evidence about but not impossible. For 12 years since 2004, I thought  
the voices in my head were only mental illness. It is more than mental illness  
but it is that too and alarmingly organized criminal bureaucratic evil. The  
tortured T.I. and perp organized crime system has enough entropy to end  
with nation collapse, VERY SERIOUSLY. Evil, forsaken perps will be  
the end of us all. The Fusion Centers are being lied too and are some of the  
most unconstitutional bodies in the whole U.S.A. along with the C.I.A. and  
Department of Homeland Security, and F.B.I. from the strict constructionist  
constitutional scholarly perspective, and others who share the concerns from  
the fractals of repeating patterns of human history and reoccurring  
problems. Policing powers were ALWAYS supposed to remain with the  
states. A conflation of lies and symptoms and complacent members of the  
public quick to take a pay off, to stay ignorant of these evils, or believe  
a slanderous lie about a T.I., or to stay lazy and permissive of these evils is what 
keeps the T.I. system festering and secret, and not believed.  
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“The Land of the Free and Home of the Brave” is really being remotely  
enslaved by evil perp cowards in 2020, truly. The plight of the T.I. is horror  
most don’t even want to hear about in the general public. Perps are  
DESPERATE to convince us and the world that they are God, when they are  
nothing of the sort, more like warts on the ass of a goat who screwed a pig  
and birthed a pig-goat. Perps are advanced, hyper-sonic human traffickers at  
speed of thought, capable of elaborate and unusual identity theft and life  
destruction that ignore repeating patterns in history for short-term gain,  
cheapening life itself. Perps want to torture so they can get morphine/heroine  
like high off reward signals in EMF electroencephalography headgear like 
www.openbci.com and feel important, in so many cases of causing crime and 
chaos with a stratagem to steal the Earth’s brains and us, whole people, along with 

those organs. Perps are so selfish and overpowered, they will “win” and in that we 
will all lose, including them. Perps can’t see the forest for the trees, so to say. Perps 
get stuck on broken tactics that they use to try to break people, some people won’t 
break and that’s a fact. Corrupt, and then rule? More like losing a whole country 
here in the U.S.A. 
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Moreover, advancements since WWII has expanded the perp pandemic of 
deceptive, treasonous, cowardly, remote torturous criminals as evil as any Nazi 
preying on a Jewish ghetto, but with different and more advanced tactics and 
technology. A bio-hazard of un-constitutional tech enabled sociopaths, narcissists 
and psychopaths – id driven, ego focused, and lacking superego functionality – 
prolong cruel and unusual punishment both here and overseas in covert undeclared 
war and crimes, too often against good civilians like myself. In and out of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, hidden from the naked eye, these evil perps torture us 
Targeted Individuals and our families 24 hours a day, seven days a week and no 
longer need sleep as already mentioned. These evil efforts are crimes against 
creation itself, a feast for pure evil and purposefully done by criminal perpetrator 
gangs, who are lavishly rewarded and only fake they are ever punished. Many, 
perps do not believe in life after death but can separate their bodies from the  
consciousnesses while alive using the technology www.openbci.com. This  
fact only adds to likelihood human consciousness lives on after body death,  
I.M.H.O. Perps fake stupidity and then they are also, just plain stupid.  
Unholy virtues they excel at, sadly. Seemingly un-winnable odds are the  

plight of the American Targeted Individual. We are overwhelming, slow  
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killed and betrayed. Women, children and the elderly are not being spared -  
crimes of the worst kind. In the 1920’s scientists could get a primate to give  
up their babies with electromagnetic manipulation of their corporal form  
called “a tuning fork for abuse” by evil humans doing the same to “future  
threat” superior people, virtuous and good, like myself. In 2020, the same is  
being done to real human beings, destroying relationships, families,  
supporting the human traffic industry and the sex industry at the push of a  
button, using electromagnetism and the human body and mind, for evil like  
you literally would not believe. 
 
Shielding and Other Helpful Tips for Targeted Individuals 
 
The computer graphics imagery “hacked” electromagnetic spectrum of Earth  
beyond the naked eye in “seeing” is slightly sped up. Faster than normal 3- 
dimensions life, perps’ technologically astral projection consciousnesses or  
“monitors” are also sped up. Organized crime has been using the advantages  
of early access to Brain Computer Interface (B.C.I.) systems to do  
everything from rigging sporting events, to hiding undetectable break-ins in  
homes to poison our minds and bodies and slow kill, rape us, and torturous  
us to death, while extracting as much virtue for themselves in a smoke  
screen, sleight of hand, secret satanism, crimes against humanity, war crimes  
and efforts to hide their perping and many other evils, and other crimes.  
Every 3 to 6 months perps make me suicidal, sadly. Roughly 9% of the men  
in my situation take their own lives because of perps calculated only one use  
of their torture techniques, Voice to Skull. Dr. Kathryn Horton’s 94-page  
affidavit from www.stop007.org details like a 1,000 ways we T.I. are  
tortured by these cowards and low-life, sick bastards including  
V.2.K. E.M.F. perps are a biohazard pandemic secretly hiding around  
Targeted Individuals, invisible to the naked eye. Fellow T. I. Kevin Christian  
of Georgia has described the E.M.F. chair from interviewing fellow Targeted  
Individuals on his YouTube channel, please see his YouTube channel for  
reference; Mr. Christian’s perps are no different than those slow-killing me.  
Perps are evil and expendable and need to be stopped, they won’t be  
I.M.H.O. The E.M.F. Hologram form chair for Electromagnetic criminals  
perpetrating is similar to Matrix movie chair but for evil, that allows humans  
to be full hologram faked human form as anyone they want, for as long as  
they want, in seeming normal human 3-dimensions life. The Brain Computer  
Interface Cap available here: www.openbci.com allows for much less time  
in hologram & electromagnetic form, E.M.F fake people form, using C.I.A.  
Project Bluebeam hologram technology, also, to make the illusionary person  
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seem real. Laser pointers successfully move “monitors” off your body, or  
evil E.M.F. perps who are “technologically astral projecting” to your  
location. Electromagnetic form perpetrators who have projected their  
consciousness out of their human body to your location, into a two- 
dimensional sub-reality “broadcasts,” with electromagnetic crime and  
criminals most often invisible to the naked eye, can be detected around a  
Targeted Individual off reflective surfaces like mirrors, glass and sunglasses.  
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Also, beware seemingly famous people who show up in your life as an  
aware targeted individual, chances are they are evil criminals faking the  
form of those famous people in 3-dimensions. In 1957 Julian Schwinger  
concluded the electromagnetic and weak forces of physics were aspects of  
the same single variable, phenomena and interaction. The weak force is  
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involved in E.M.F. perping using this equipment www.openbci.com I will assert; 
however, I am no astrophysics or electromagnetism expert. N52 level neodymium 
magnets (pictured) can be bought in the shape of a circular disk with a hole in the 
middle, placed to have opposing magnetic fields pushing apart, that can be bolted 
together with 1/8 bolts and screws then wrapped in medical rubber from a hospital 
rubber glove, for good “T.I. shielding” for electromagnetic torture protection. 
Materials for a Digital Dark Age Chastity Belt like I describe can be bought at a 
local hardware store and www.wallmart.com. This high-power magnetic device 
placed around and OUTSIDE sex organs and exits for waste or to protect other 
parts of the body for men, women and children being so viciously violated, day and 
night, can mitigate and can stop remote torture rape and other tortures of  
you. Use these N52 magnets for months and years, day and night if you are  
being attacked and magnets may work for you as they did for me to stop  
possibly implant induced, rectal torture and/or beyond nano tech as soon as 6  
months after continued use. It is not a ghost raping or rectal torturing you  
fellow T.I., and none of this is spiritual. Moreover, my skin gets poked  
worse than a blood draws, perps threatened to clone me and have used many  
hologram forms, faked whole people against me, even hologram trucks with  
misuse of Project Bluebeam. I had 6 hemorrhoids removed because my body  
was sold for EMF perp rape of me and I rectal tortured for 5 years of cruel  
and unusual punishments. For the E.M.F. perp, it’s reportedly real sex and  
rape of us in 3-dimensional as perps lay in their own feces in other locations,  
free to commit these crimes as I continue to harp on these issues to keep  
establishing perps are not gods and are evil, disgusting people if they even  
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have a soul at all. This crime carries the death penalty in some jurisdictions,  
rape that is. Oddly the sphincter was not impacted at all, only the rectum in  
the rectal torture crime of me lasting a horrendous 5 years before in invented  
the rape prevention device.  
 
Heat Induction Coils (pictured) assembled with a circuit board, 30-volt power 
source and connected copper coil for running in a home, or office, creates unseen  
light by the naked eye making it harder for E.M.F. perps to target T.I.s with  
Direct Energy Weapons (D.E.W.s) and painful implant abuses & other  
remote tortures. These criminal gangs are exploiting us from the  
electromagnetic frequency around normal 3-dimensions, 5 senses life. An  
M.D. who got targeted went on to catalog and publish every Direct Energy  
Weapon (D.E.W.) available for purchase on the commercial market in  
efforts to bring these criminals to justice and expose this covert war. These  
gangs are destroying the quality of life for all us T.I., which is an  
understatement of all this evil. Being a T.I. is worse than being shot!  
Bloatware cell phone hacker script on your phone put there by organized  
crime overlapped with government, Bluetooth cell phone hacking of your  
phone, Use a Tor Browser for the Internet. Wi-Fi hacking of cell phones and 
cellular network hacking are problems for Targeted Individuals, especially for 
those unaware they have been targeted. Re-routed phone calls to perpetrators using 
technology to fake the voices of loved ones, friends and family are organized crime 
tactics for ruining the life of Targeted Individuals and can cause A LOT of harm. I  
recommend SD MAID PRO for about $5 for cell phone security if you don’t  
take the better and harder step of “rooting” to “jail-breaking” your smart  
phone. Use a two-step authentication app with a number that changes every  
10 or 15 seconds on your smart phone app in order to get into your password  
protected property like websites, email addresses, social media, etc.,  
especially if you suspect you are also being Remote Neural Monitored a.k.a.  
R.N... Please see Deep Thought News who writes on these Dark Journalism  
topics of the crimes of Remote Neural Monitoring (R.N.M.) being used on  
us T.I. When signing up for a two-step authentication a sheet of backup  
codes for an emergency recovery is given. Keeping backup codes secret is a  
big challenge especially if perpetrators are reading your thoughts and seeing  
out your eyes with R.N.M. If your computer is already hacked, and/or  
perpetrators are already looking out of your eyes and reading your mind  
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using R.N.M. you may try closing your eyes on a secure computer or at  
public library computer as the backup codes are shown for the 2-step  
authentication app, or have a friend help you. The human body itself has been 
turned into the surveillance device and all the senses are easily deceived. I have 
literally not been able to trust my eyes and ears with perps using R.N.M., V.2.K 
and I.2.K and worse. An article entitled “Defending Yourself Against Neuro 
Linguistic Programming” is helpful and Alpha Lipoic Acid, Vitamin D3, 5-HTP, 
L-Glutathione, fish oil and multivitamins could be helpful against electromagnetic, 
and microwave and D.E.W. torture of Targeted Individuals.  
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“S250” U.S. Army Surplus $2,000 E.M.F. enclosed areas of protection that fit on 
the backs of trucks as campers, allegedly stops D.E.W.s, except scalar weapons 
and the D.E.W. resistant structures can be found at Navy or Army surplus shops, 
allegedly. The element of lead, woven into cloth at a dense thickness and with 
sturdy encasing for clothing, hats, blankets and for cell phone, laptops and 
computer tablet storage bags is recommended for security from criminal 
perpetrators, who could try to steal your identity and all of your intellectual 
property and more. Lead clothing or otherwise does not stop microwave radiation 
of the electromagnetic spectrum and quantum attacks may offer even less defense 
from that I do not understand or am an expert in at all. In addition, if TV’s or video 
games or other electronic devices start talking to you or at you, turn them off & 
don’t watch them. That’s the dangerous and worse than deadly A.I. of satanic 
C.I.A. Project Mockingbird, and their perps. Project Mockingbird is very evil and  
powerful, and is subtly super persuasive. Mockingbird aims to deceive and is  

 
undue influence and can get a target audience around you so angry at you,  
civilians and others may be tricked into killing you the T.I., in some of the  
worst cases. Perps are able to “deep fake” media & the 3-dimensional world  
too to deceive your eyes & ears, etc. and TV has like a 30 second or so delay so 
perps can modify national or local T.V. broadcasts for undue influence, to induce 
suffering and to mislead and worse. Human faces around you can be  
"animated" to make it look like people are talking about you, when they are  
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not. Use the Onion browser and www.startpage.com searches and VPNs for  
more secure internet use and Domain Name System Security (DNS) such as  
Quad9 is important too. “Free HTTPS Everywhere” a browser extension can  
help secure your access to websites and “Ghostpress keylogger blocker” can  
keep whatever you type not recorded by hackers, use windows defender for viruses 
and/or malware. Also, www.stop007.org & www.onceand4all.com are good sites 
for Targeted Individuals. Some electromagnetic beings are not perps & can be 
good. However, perps are able to fake any “god” or virtually any person, place or 
thing; it is never going to be god “in your head” or otherwise. Perps do all this to 
inflict evil on Targeted Individuals and are only human trafficking human low life  
criminals, sociopaths, psychopaths, narcissists & other evil human genome  
types using Remote Neural Monitoring (R.N.M.), Voice to Skull (V.2K.)  
and Image to Skull (I.2K.) deceptions and worse in the same plot to enslave  
every man, woman and child. Perps are stealing the world’s brains and our  
bodies and souls along with them, even after death I suspect, deeply. Elon  
Musk’s company trying to put a name and a make profit off evil work that  
has ALREADY BEEN DONE.  
 
NeuraLink, is dangerous and not what it seems, an understatement. Criminals are 
also implanting our bodies for extreme abuse; we the T.I. are treated worse than 
wild beasts. This Brain Computer Interface B.C.I. hardware could be a panacea, a 
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cure all, for those of us who hear voices in the auditory cortex of our brains, 
unnaturally, and don’t respond to antipsychotic medication. Brain Computer  
Interface hardware like this has thus far been used for immeasurably high amounts 
of evil on Earth against Targeted Individuals in 2020, for longer than I have  
known. The glorified corrupt, snitch community has been weaponized  
something wicked and they are desperate and incessant to keep trying to  
fake they are gods and have the public and T.I. believe it, living out their  
short lives as parasites on the globe. 

Perpetrators are Driving Me Crazy 
 
I am in the 1/3 of mental health patients who hear voices that do not respond  
to medication. I am a victim of Voice to Skull, Image to Skull technology  
and Neuro Linguistic Programming (N.L.P.) trauma-based mind control,  
word twister, double-speaking and worse verbiage spoken directly into the  
auditory cortex of my brain, 2-4 times a minute on average since 2004 by  
perps, and allegedly their evil use of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.). The T.I.  
slavery is worse than only economic slavery and is mind and body torture,  
unseen, on the inside but external to our person-hoods also. (N.L.P.) Neuro  
Linguistic Programming is weaponized psychology and is purposefully  
vague language for deceit that brings up contradictory notions and painful  
word use to force a brain to respond, and have blood rush to the auditory cortex  
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of the brain for torturous processing of word-twisting, obtuse, few words  
use, evil audio that is life and consciousness destruction at the speed of  
thought. Perps are often not saying what perps really mean, using multiple  
meanings of words, double-speak, sin language and worse in V.2.K. to cause  
pain, degrade and derange a Christian and/or Buddhist consciousness in me,  
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and I estimate 40 million other T.I. worldwide of the 7 billion of us  
earthlings. I know these tactics are the proverbial, and concepts applied  

literal, human, devil’s wordsmiths involved in perping. These are their perp  
uses of Synthetic Telepathy, uses for evil! It’s not spiritual what is done to  
us T.I. The foretold of unclean, beings of light (because of fiber optics and  
the internet), well-spoken liars passed out in their own feces in other  
locations using N.L.P. secretly who are sociopaths, narcissists, psychopathic  
genomes practicing satanism and worse at me and millions of other T.I., is a  
real battle between goodie goods, like myself, and pure evil disguised as  
good, perps. Criminal perp gangs are NOT well-regulated U.S. militias but  
parasitic, pathetic, obsessive opportunists, electromagnetic form criminal  
perpetrators, or E.M.F. perps, who are mimics of concepts applied, Mara’s  
Army in Buddhism and the antiChrist's clandestine foot soldiers of 2020  
Earth, with no Messiah to stop the perps, and their vast evils. There are too  
many evil perps E.M.F. fake people, and also flesh and blood criminals in  
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these gangs. Good lost and continues to lose in my life, perps so advantaged  
by this tech and these systems. It’s like a figurative cat playing with a dead  
mouse, us T.I. getting played with like food for evil. 
 
In Part I am also why the Universe is now mathematically proven to be  
a Virtual Reality 
 

 
 
The language of the universe is math. From womb to grave, the suffering of  
this life and the evil of these black op technologies perpetrated on Targeted  
Individuals are very real, even in a billions-to-one calculated to be virtual  
reality; a figure arrived at by Elon Musk based on computer science after  
receiving a Tweet on the subject from yours truly. Musk calculated where  
we have come from the first video game of “Pong” to where we are now  
with dangerous, indistinguishable, and undetectable to some virtual reality  
technology to prove that the universe really is a creation. The Library of  
Alexandria did not have those numbers. I believe an absolute truth is an  
absolute good despite unintended consequences. Christians teaching for  
thousands of years that the world and universe were a creation are 100%  
correct. Further it can be said, we are living in a virtual reality universe.  
Possibly a hopefully benevolent Type 2 or 3 or higher Kardashev Scale  
Civilization may take notice of the evils of 2020 Earth, a theoretical  
advanced civilization that is virtuous, stable, smart, wise, capable and  
powerful enough of create and maintain a virtual reality universe such as  
ours, but I am not relying on any higher power. Musk’s math vindicates  
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Christians, Buddhists, and David Icke of the U.K. and others who believed  
existence is a creation; many of whom are, and were, good people. Mr. Icke  
has called the universe a “quantum computer” and that verbiage may not be  
that far off. I still believe all gods are false especially in a simulated  
universe, and I am relying on myself, come hell or high water. I still do rely  
on only myself and my family most often, even as a mind and body slave  
with slaver perps constantly working against myself and the other Targeted  
Individuals, reading our minds 24 hours a day and working 110% against us  
who are virtuous and good, unlike perps who only fake goodness.  
 

 
 
Perpetrators Are a National and International Security Threat 
 
It takes over an hour and a half just to read the full definition of EVIL from  
Plato and Stanford’s Philosophy Department, and perps fit nearly all the  
definitions of evil by these and other measures. The criminal gang attacking  
myself, and my family, allegedly even broke into the Stanford Philosophy  
Department to censor/omit portions of the definition of evil, to keep them  
and their huge evils more secret, and literally out of the definition. My whole  
family has been attacked. I was even sold for rectal torture raped for 5 years  
in a “virtual space” around my very human body that did not involve my  
sphincter, however did torture my inner rectum. Sexual attack and  
humiliation in E.M.F. electromagnetic frequency room around 3- 
dimensional humans in real life is a means of torture that also happened to  
Kevin Christian of Georgia, who is a YouTube fellow Dark Journalist  
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discloser about Remote Neural Monitoring, these gangs and their  
immeasurable, huge evil. These crimes have happened many other men,  
women and children worldwide. Good cops, to military professionals to  
political dissidents and girls as young as 12 are made targets often for being  
really good people, moral and courageous against evil. Many T.I. are female  
and many T.I. are made sex slaves like Monarch mind-controlled kids,  
MKUltra mind-controlled adults all wickedly abused by the nearly  
invulnerable and lawless perps made possible by this technology:  
www.openbci.com, black budgets, black ops and evil. The Brain Computer  
Interface headgear hardware, used to technologically astral project, was  
recently featured on a University of Washington press release presented as  
something new and benign. B.C.I. is in fact old, and horrifically evil in the  
wrong hands it’s already been in for decades, or maybe longer. Tech enabled  
forms of voodoo, and satanism are given amplitudes of real power with these  
technologies, the internet and corrupt people using B.C.I. where satanism  
and voodoo had little to no power at all to begin with. We all, 7 billion  
mammal human earthlings, still keep shuffling around meta-money paper  
debt slips to the central bankers with pictures of dead presidents on them,  
thinking in error anything over $70,000 in U.S. income in a year is going to  
make us happier, all while we are being deeply taken advantage of by  
E.M.F. perps and worse. A currency of our suffering exists more so than we  
really know being members of a slave race designed to be deceived, in my  
humble option. We have all been distracted from issues and facts like many  
human impulses are secretly being controlled remotely by organized crime,  
overlapping with governments with black ops advanced technology. These  
impulse controls, total individual human domination crimes need to be  
stopped and the stopping of that evil is more important than money. Our  
U.S. currency is not worth the cost of printing it, literally, if these gangs are  
allowed to break the U.S. Constitution as they do over all the Targeted  
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Individuals lives, secretly, severely and against creation itself. I cannot  
emphasize enough how high of law lawbreaking perping T.I. actually really  
is; it’s crimes against creation, the worst of all crimes. Long term, short- 
term, mid-range and in a pinch Earthling human free will itself is at risk.  
Targeted Individual lives lived, is lives worse than death; trust me on that.  
We human beings were not meant to have free-will stole, remote controlled  
by sociopaths, psychopaths and narcissists and other evils. What is done to  
us T.I. is so evil it is literally unbelievable to many in the general public. That 
doesn’t help us in justice seeking. 
  
I am Good at Being Good and a Threat to Perpetrators and Their Truly Evil 
Ways 
 
Information exchange of dangerous and not well-known topics in years prior  
was much more difficult; mostly journalists or spies acquired and reported  
on topics that could get them tortured, or killed. A few of my heroes have  
been Benjamin Franklin, and my grandfather Lieutenant Colonel Leo C.  
Skelley M.D., who was a medic on the second wave at the beaches of  
Normandy and as a medic he had to choose who lived, and who died, in  
wartime triage and went on to own a hospital in McMinnville, Oregon and  
raise the family I descended from. My dad is excellent role model of mine,  
also. Under secret surveillance and abusive mind control already, I was the  
first to invent the newspaper comment section at the University of Oregon in  
2004 while being obfuscated, oppressed, repressed, misled and attacked by  
evil, fascist and others quick to steal from us T.I. at speed of thought through  
Remote Neural Monitoring, and never take responsibility for their evils, or  
even face who they falsely accuse of the crimes perps actually commit using  
news comment sections and beyond those in the vast data collection of  
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social media platforms to find, target and torture fellow political dissidents  
and others has been a unintended consequence of my invention, done by  
EVIL perps. I am also older than the World Wide Web, which is about 30  
years old; I will be the last of all people that can ever say that. The internet is  
the largest experiment in anarchy the world has ever seen, it’s been said. The  
w.w.w. comes with lots of harmful, evil unintended consequences that gives  
rise to lives lived worse than death for us tortured T.I., and so many more  
utils of unnecessary suffering in total for Earth. In about 4 or 5 areas I am  
top 1% in the world in intellectual matters such as liberal arts areas of  
education, cognitive thinking, reading comprehension, higher education  
leadership, finance and administration and some other work too. I’ve  
invented some too but don’t often talk about my creations, instead my  
inventiveness and work is stolen; I get ripped off at speed of thought like  
inventing a recipe for NW Coffee Food (Ensure Plus, drip coffee and sugar),  
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inventing Digital Dark Age EMF rape prevention devices and the newspaper  
comment section itself back in 2004 as a new tortured, MKUltra slave, just  
recently mentioned. I also like inventing new words or innovate on existing  
ones in Western English, and even that gets stolen by perps. Although I’m a  
slave, and I was a talented and gifted, special education student in grade  
school and used my talents well and for good, even in man-made hells. I’m  
brilliant, and that’s not just my mom’s parent teacher association meeting,  
bragging or opinion. I am brilliant by 3rd party, objective standards. I’m a  
Buddhist Young from Utah, higher education guy who was not allowed to be  
as good as I wanted to be.  I have been tortured out of my birthright to work  
as I chose to for charity, and the public universities of the U.S.A. In related  
news, Stephen Hawking was possibly poisoned in school to shut him up as a  
genius astrophysicist. He didn’t shut up. As a top in the world big picture  
thinker even in my youth, my consciousness has since been interrupted  
many times nearly every minute since the Bush reelection campaign of  
2004, so that I would not be able to think big ever again. I did anyway. In a  
plot twist turns out we, Bush and I, may share a common notable ancestor in  
Charlemagne. Also, if the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights makes us  
American, I have not been an American since the graduate dorm room attack  
on me in 2004 at the University of Oregon, sanctioned and overseen by the  
secret crossover of mafia and government, run amuck in the U.S.A. and  
worldwide. To satisfy their selfish, short-sighted, childish, malformed, evil  
wants and needs here in America and worldwide, these unConstitutional  
Patriot Act empowered secret surveillance gangs, perps, will stop at nothing  
and do just about anything thinking they are “gods” among men, who ARE  
NOT however really are evil, inferior humans. Cheating at life itself, these  
organized criminal perpetrator gang members or “perps” attacking Targeted  
Individuals really are the unclean of mind and genome, lying on their backs.  
Perps are a pandemic worse than Covid 19! These perps sometimes fake  
they are aliens, or demons, to make us victims even less believable when we  
report on these human criminal perpetrators who used advanced and not  
well-known technology to exploit us T.I., and serve evil. Similar to how it is  
said we have reverse engineered alien spacecraft, perps presumably fake  
aliens based on the possibly rare Earth interactions with a few REAL ones.  
 
Many Different Parts of the American Dream Have Been Corrupted 
 
The “American Dream” has been corrupted meaning the space-ial, temporal,  
physical space around 3-dimensions, 5 senses of us humans. The  
physics/hard science related, weak force theory, electromagnetic force has  
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been exploited by organized evil within the electromagnetic spectrum  
around 3-dimensions that we do not often perceive. The “American Dream”  
has been criminally corrupted in this way in addition to the dream state of  
mind we individually experience while sleeping. Also, the waking life of  
hopes and aspirations we all have as human beings worthy of rights, liberty,  
humane living standards, dignity, happiness and respect are also being  
stolen, smothered and destroyed by perps. All these parts of the American  
Dream have been corrupted by these evil, these elusive people and sub- 
humans and this technology as I write this in 2020 so many days after the  
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. National Holiday and decades after his “I Have a  
Dream” speech. There are aggravated, unhealed wounds of the “American  
Dream” with so much unnecessary suffering it’s hard to even wrap your  
head around it.  

 
I have been an enslaved body and mind for almost 16 years now in 2020 by  
the “beast system” and mind control and synthetically telepathy satanism  
and don’t believe in a Messiah and I do believe that the first one was false  
along with some Jews and others who believe the same thing about what  
happened 2020 years ago. John McAfee of the anti-virus computer company  
by his namesake and founding I suspect, is a Targeted Individual also. Often,  
in countries overthrown and using civil unrest and military tactics, the  
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intelligentsias are first to be attacked before all hell breaks loose so to say,  
and/or overt war and/or civic and political powers fall, like the U.S.  
government which is designed to be overthrown, actually, by our Founding  
Fathers and not just in periodic elections. Human perps’ evils and  
exploitation of us T.I. are often reported to authorities who don’t care, fake  
they are unaware of the perp system, play dumb or can’t help us get our  
constitutional rights back and/or don’t believe us. Police and others are also  
semi-secretly overwhelmed too by these evil uses of these technologies by  
organized criminal systems seeming magical, at first. Too many cops are  
being suicide-d by these gangs, competing with the number of our men and  
women of law enforcement killed fighting crime on the job. Society for  
better or worse, puts too much faith and responsibility into law enforcement  
officials and it is not healthy for them and unrealistic for us as citizens. Cops  
are too often only a hollow front of civility and law and order and under  
deeper analysis, only offer the appearance of a safe society when it is  
anything but even though they try really hard and are generally, good.  
E.M.F. perps faking cops in human form is reportedly low skill and sadly, all  
REAL cops take the blow-back or blame and retaliations for E.M.F. perp  
criminal activity only while faking the form of real cops who were never  
really cops at all.  
 
I lived to Help Universities and was tortured for Virtuous Political  
Dissidence 
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I became a T.I. for being a political dissident, I served on the Oregon State Board 
of Higher Education and was Student Body President in college winning an 
election as a write-in candidate. I am a “goodie good” who is taken advantage of 
by evil and kept from my life’s work for others. I possess advanced degrees in 
solving the problems of society on behalf of my peer citizens, and focused on the 
needs and priorities of academia in my life. Since the year of my birth, 1979, 
public university tuition is up over 1000% adjusted for inflation and student loan 
debt is over a trillion-dollar industry not dismissive in bankruptcy court, creating 
generations of indentured servants and punishing Americans for wanting to better 
themselves through education. Severely attacking on our institutions that embody 
the American ideal of socioeconomic mobility every budget cycle I fought back 
against much of my young adult life. Many folks work hard at the American value  
of social class mobility, now under extreme stress because of the second  
Bush’s administration and their budgets and legislation that is and was anti- 
Christian, anti-American, anti-Buddhist and anti-western civilization  
foundational thinkers such as Plato and his teaching on the value of  
education. Making student loan debt not dismissable in bankruptcy court,  
making the U.S.A. a country in favor of greedy, short-sighted budgeting and  
lawmaking that attacks the academy; the second Bush administration still  
has all future generations of Americans unreasonably diminished and at risk  
in pervasive, short, mid-range, long lasting and in a pinch kind of ways  
because of higher education finance in the U.S.A. in 2020. U.S. higher  
education policy since I was born, and even earlier, has been REALLY BAD  
public policy. No one should have to kill to get a college diploma, no  
disrespect soldiers. Post-secondary educators and keepers of knowledge are  
often the very people that serve as “referees” for society, and society’s evils,  
and ills, not that any of this is a game. I worked to help students who want to  
better themselves through education and to preserve access to high quality,  
and affordable post-secondary education even while disabled by perp gangs  
disguised as me being only mentally ill. I was quickly made a tortured, deep  
state, organized criminal gang target for prolonged and constant attack to  
stop my work, passion, hard to come by credentials, and chosen life’s path to  
work for and support the academy. I had the education, smarts, leadership  
ability, birthright, wisdom, credentials and passion to make a difference. 
 
For example, I worked towards and for Measure 86 in Oregon for over a  
decade, sometimes writing as 3generations at www.oregonlive.com only to  
have all the data stolen by these perp gangs, which are no well-armed militia  
but deviant opportunists, malformed, short-sighted burdens on all of society.  
The measure was designed to fail around me as a T.I. Voted down in 2013  
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Oregon’s Measure 86 would have created a $6 billion-dollar endowment for  
Oregon students to help pay for Oregon Opportunity Grants so students  
could more easily attend community colleges, vocational programs and  
universities. Oregon’s 2013 Measure 86 was modeled after the Hope  
Scholarship Program of Georgia where the principle of the endowment  
would never have been spent, only the interest it generated. When all else  
failed and I kept at my life’s goals, perps took credit for my work at speed of  
thought, destroyed evidence, faked evidence and lied in so many ways using  
sleight of hand and outright black magic, and worse. I went through hell on  
Earth, literally and not hyperbole in any way, because of my political  
activism and leadership in public post-secondary education at a young age.  
Enduring evils like the C.I.A., who enjoy being underestimated and are  
highly skilled at all the forms of lying and covering up evils and committing  
crime, I was driven too crazy to know what was happening to me. All the  
suffering of the 94-page affidavit I filed with Dr. Horton in her class action  
lawsuit in the U.K. was done and is done to me, by my own countrymen and  
women but perping is international.  

 
I am a descendant of slavery and central bank opposing Union General &  
U.S. President, Rutherford B. Hayes (pictured above) through my mother, and 
Charlemagne and others, on my father’s side. I am a Utah Young, although  
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I am Buddhist by choice and never was Mormon personally many in my  
family are. Controversially but truthfully in a world of illusions I do feel  
“monitor” consciousnesses mislead Mormons in the religions founding, taken  
advantage of faking Jesus and god back then, while so many were being  
psychologically operated on, so many GOOD people. I am Buddhist but  
literally, Mormons are some my family and I love them and want them to be  
free to explore space and move on too. In 2020 MANY are now being  
manipulated, hurt and deceived with synthetic telepathy and false  
spiritualism and I don’t mean to single Mormons out, alone. I believe all  
“gods” in the entire virtual reality universe are false, and that Jesus and god  
were faked, many others have been misled over 1,000's of years, including  
myself. I am no false Messiah; a tortured T.I. master of Public  
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Administration is what I really am. I have had fraudulent, false spiritual  
experiences with domestic psy-ops and false gods in Westerville, Ohio  
August of 2005 involving very human, evil monitors or E.M.F. perps, C.I.A.  
Project Bluebeam tech, black ops and budgets and me as a Targeted  
Individual. I am a tortured, domestic, secret, prisoner of war and not trying  
to start more false religion but “virtual signaling” perps, off the “goodness”  
of T.I, are trying their best at evils and false religion incessantly and I feel  
can’t lose being willing always to do acts eviler than challengers, human or  
otherwise. 
 
I was a smart child; I was born 11 years to the day are Bobby Kennedy was  
shot and my day of birth fell one day before the event of 6.06.06 occurred on  
the Christian calendar, a once in a hundred and once in a thousand-year  
event. I have also lived in man-made hells for almost 16 years now in 2020  
and was put there, for being good at being good and being worried about the  
public universities. Our universities are literally the envy of the world in the  
U.S.A. in 2020. We have the best of the best in higher learning, an asset  
once held by the ancient Middle East who taught us in Western Europe of  
the valuable information preserved from the ancient Greece and Roman  
Empires. In K-12 I was known for loving kindness, being a good reader,  
having a gift for vocabulary and big picture thinking. I grew up the youngest  
of five boys. Left to my own free will I would have continued in the  
footsteps of my father and worked at public universities in some capacity as  
a second-generation academy employee. However, I was stolen by pure evil  
disguised as good; perps who fake they are god but are these hyper-sonic,  
covert, evil, torturous, war criminals that are no different that Kevin  
Christian’s Georgia perps living at Howard Circle in Jonesborough, torturing  
him as I am tortured. It is algebra, Kevin and I are both T.I. being attacked  
by evil perps and they are the same kinds of people paid $35 an hour or so to  
“play” as they say, in ways that include satanic “play’ murder plots and  
worse. Killing humans is not “play,” nor is slow killing us a game but perps  
really do make slow-killing us a game, electromagnetic signal morphine like  
high in their brains without normal drugs, out of their minds literally and are  
not stand up guys or girls, literally too. These criminal gangs specifically  
target against Christian/Buddhist Genome types with propensity towards  
natural heavenly virtue and aversion to sin, like myself and many others.  
Again, I am Buddhist by choice. My Lord was not a god, or a professed son  
of god. He was the son of a king in India and sought out non-reincarnation  
and taught of non-reincarnation. 
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I Am Being Slow Killed by Evil 
 
I suffer extremely and have for a long time. Many T.I. die “in the program”  
treated as terrorists unjustly by the secret thugs, tortuous and heathenish  
F.B.I. Fusion Centers, some of the most unconstitutional organizational  
bodies in the U.S.A. run by liars and law enforcement badge protected  
criminals themselves. A correlation and causation analysis of EMF perping,  
the InfraGuard, the Department of Homeland Security, the C.I.A., the N.S.A.  
(Nation Security Administration) and the F.B.I.’s COINTELPRO, the Secret  
Service, Et. Al. and what I call the “Make a Wish Foundation for the  
criminally insane” a.k.a. these perp criminal perp gangs these government  
alphabet soup agency groups allow and support against the T.I., using their  
EMF perp microwave and/or ultraviolet spectrum people and contributing to the 
world’s problems, would yield definitive proof how evil perps and those that 
support them really are, done from the perspective of objective reality which none 
of us are in. A Strict Constructionist view of the U.S. Constitution might be right  
in arguing successfully all these federal “legal” agencies are unlawful and  
absolutely unconstitutional. I believe in no “god” above the Constitution  
because there never was one but perps have assumed the position, for real  
and it’s a real hell for all of us.  
 
From 2004 to 2016 my family and I were purposefully confused and misled  
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about the crimes against me, masked as mental illness only. Even my medical 
records are being altered. Perping is a system of secret torture. So many excellent 
souls like dentists, good cops, military personal, the youth and the elderly that are 
driven to suicide in the dishonorable “Barbie Pink Corvette version of murder”, a 
name for what I call killing through remote suicide-ing real human beings through 
Voice to Skull torture, Remote Neural Monitoring, Image to Skull abuse, street  
theater, implant torture and worse. Like I suspect of Aaron Swartz’s death,  
the Targeted Individual system makes our deaths as T.I. look like suicide,  
when it is really murder what happens to us. From very evil thought  
censorship in the minds of Targeted Individuals and illegal memory wipes,  
to death threats and nearly actually dying from perp attacks; I have been  
severely exploited and abused for 16 years in 2020 disguised as only mental  
illness, as I have revealed. My genitals have been remote controlled for  
sexual humiliation coupled with street theater, and even limbs of mine have  
been remotely moved by perps. It is a mental illness what is done to us T.I.,  
but it also is so much more in terms organized crime overlapping with  
government and enormous corruption, and is being done to us T.I. by forces  
external to our person-hoods, as revealed earlier.  
 
What is done to me as a Targeted Individual is unholy and Un-American 
The Patriot Act and 9/11 false flag attacks that tricked us into giving up our  
rights, tricked us into the wars in the Middle East we done using similar  
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systems and technologies used to deceive me, all too often. Those were  
weaponized and specialized projectiles with Project Bluebeam holograms of  
commercial passenger jets wrapped around them that hit the twin towers of  
the world trade center, I believe. Who sent them? Well, who benefited from  
the American response to 9/11? I’ve suffered every day since Bush’s  
election in 2004. I’ve never been compensated for any of my work,  
inventiveness or harms done to myself and my nuclear, and extended family.  
I was stolen and needlessly tortured as we were tricked into sending our  
pride and joy, our youth and other soldiers, to those wars in the Middle East.  
Again, sexual humiliation, extreme misleading including sensory deception  
and trauma are some of the goals of E.M.F. form perps on their  
www.openbci.com hardware and the B.C.I. chair, a more powerful version  
of this deception technology and mentioned earlier, speaking directly in the  
auditory cortex of a target’s mind using N.L.P. repeated statements for  
brainwashing, mind control and destruction of will to live. These are part of  
the goals of the torturers, in addition to keeping the target off balance and  
internally suffering every minute, of every day in this covert, domestic war  
where we T.I. are nearly helpless at the mercy of sub-humans psychopaths  
and not fake god to stop them, not god at all but many are misled in  
deliberate error to think their perps are Jesus, or even Buddha with Image to  
Skull deceptions (I.2.K.), Voice to Skull deceptions (V.2.K.) and Synthetic  
Telepathy.  
 
Neuro Linguistic Programming (N.L.P.) can kill; N.L.P. can drive suicides  
when unnaturally spoken directly into a target’s head. The undue influence  
of this mind control and technology and systems can get just about any  
target to do what perps want them to do, in secret subtle ways. These physics  
weak force, electromagnetic and remote torture capabilities not known to  
most of the public that many mistake for our own free will, is actually the  
destruction of free will and sanctity of the human mind and body, go so  
against Christianity it would make your head spin, figuratively, and literally  
anger you extremely. This info might make you feel helpless and that is  
what perps want and an after-death evacuation plan in my personal goals  
that I will discuss later. These perp voices aren’t god! Voice of god  
technology or V.O.G. is not nor will it ever be god and that is all there is or  
ever will be; all “gods” are false, especially in a proven to be, V.R. universe.  
I have had faked, hologram, black, unmarked helicopters over my apartment  
in Portland, Oregon in 2016 over some Tweets. No s$%^. Really! These  
perp “solutions in search of problems” tried to overkill me, over some  
Tweets!?! Mind controls in these ways are unholy, unconstitutional and are  
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galactic, maybe universal crime in my humble opinion especially in a VR  
cosmos; we just do not know to remember that between illegal memory  
wipes at the moon, after death how evil all this taking advantage of us as a  
species really is. All of what has happened in the Targeted Individual  
systems against us is Armageddon, Apocalypse level SERIOUS AND  
DANGEROUS, good vs. evil on an epic scale. Allegedly all the branches of  
the military have their own Voice to Skull (V.2.K.), a crime against creation  
itself and never intended by creation no matter what any General has ever  
said, or will ever say, about changing hearts and minds publicly, or  
privately. Voice to Skull (V.2.K.), Image to Skull (I.2.K.) and Synthetic  
Telepathy is not protected speech, an understatement. It is a real hell, and  
much worse than yelling fire in a movie theater. The Supreme Court of the  
The United States of America might agree with me. These tactics and crimes  
against us T.I. are prolonged torture, terrorism and severe undue influence  
among other transgressions and MASSIVE LAW BREAKING, kept too  
secret for too long in darkness and not the sunshine light of day of public  
understanding. This has allowed for festering, unhealed wounds of multiple  
definitions of the corruption of the American Dream, as I have explained.  
The world and this, billions to one proven to be virtual reality universe is  
rigged pro evil, in favor of and expert in evil, heavily weighted, super sadly  
and it is SO UNHOLY. Does this make a Kardashev Scale Civilization of  
some sort that allows the virtual reality universe to exist, evil also? Is all of  
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existence, as we know it an experiment? In objective reality which none of  
us are in, what can be said of all this evil on earth and in the cosmos? Please  
see Philosophy Departments of the world at .edu websites or in person for  
universities’ full definitions of the one word, “evil” to know better what we  
are up against as Targeted Individuals versus perps. 
 
Secret organized criminal activity like electromagnetic form perpetrating is  
designed to stay out of the courts and is possibly, or likely, or definitively  
using the weak force in physics to destroy the human condition used to  
torture men, women and children to slow-kill death, 24 hours a day. I was  
driven too crazy to know the Secret Service, C.I.A., Department of  
Homeland Security and National Security Agency (N.S.A.) and others  
ALLOWED organized and obsessive criminal gangs to take away my  
quality of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness, constitutional rights and  
protections while in graduate school for a Master’s in Public Administration  
at the University of Oregon starting in 2004 fresh off the Oregon State Board  
of Higher Education, as a student appointee by the Governor. Many C.I.A.  
projects have been used to degrade, decompose and derange myself since  
my early twenties and college activism days being a wonky, blue state,  
public policy advocate, researcher, leader, expert and second-generation  
higher education employee as addressed, because of these perp gangs and  
their evils. I have been exposed and exploited by Project Bluebeam,  
MKUltra, BlueBird, Mockingbird, Monarch attempts and failures and more  
of the C.I.A. projects than I know, or can list; it’s a real hell. Child  
endangerment and the F.B.I. Fusion Centers are corrupted, unConstitutional  
and fully satanically working with the C.I.A. had me propositioned by  
monarch child sex slaves and/or E.M.F. perps, evil, fake, holograms with no  
soul, posing as kids. I rejected all these evils, and was wickedly traumatized  
by the attacks and others. Having been mildly molested as a child, these  
were beyond horrific, repeated child engenderment crimes committed  
against me and real or faked kids! Rejections of such sick crimes I kept up  
over and over, all while perps were a trauma-based mind controlling me,  
E.M.F. perp rectal torturing me, Voice to Skull (V.2.K.) sadistically  
destroying my life, and worse, all captured and corroborated in Dr. Kathryn  
Horton’s 94-page affidavit of many of the ways we T.I. are tortured,  
available for inspection at www.stop007.org and  
www [dot] timdyoungbsmpa5 [dot] wordpress.com. 
 
False messiah satanism and the New World Order 
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I want my Constitution and Bill of Rights back and to not be terrorized by  
nameless, faceless, evil human beings or their robot army of internet beings  
of light. Unclean genomes of psychopaths, sociopaths and narcissists and  
other evils that had early access to the B.C.I. technology and used it to  
become a biohazard, human-trafficking, invasive pandemic across the  
globe! Duplicitous, deviant perps, double speaking, double standard,  
malformed and mal-forming, juvenile, stunted, satanic mimicking,  
weaponized irony of satanic disrespecting, satanic topping (speaking into the  
heads of T.I. as fake gods but really are evil people) mind controllers using  
repeated N.L.P. that makes a target want to die and mind control (V.2.K.)  
suggestions used by perps from sped up consciousnesses themselves are a  
global threat. Evil perps use satanic mocking, satanic misdirection, identity  
theft in "virtue signaling," sleight of hand and other evil uses of advanced  
technology that allows for mind reading, has the world in the grips of the  
dreaded New World Order, ALREADY SECRETLY SUCCESSFUL. Perps  
are satanically proud of their unholy virtues. Perps are able to travel to  
anywhere in the globe and break into any building or structure undetected  
with these technologies including Project Bluebeam. Freewill over  
everything from love in a partner, to choices in candidates or restaurants are  
being muted, manipulated and rendered into nothing. Subtle, secret, total  
individual control technology is alive and well in no good ways, and is being  
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used every day by “beast system” operatives, electro-corps members,  
community-based agents, the psychopaths at central command making up  
hollow excuses for their evil, pathetic lives, and work treating us their fellow  
humans beings, worse than wild animals or food. Hypocritical, and pathological  
lying criminal gangs of perpetrators, spend day and night trying to transfer  
psychological responsibility for their evil onto vulnerable Targeted  
Individuals, like myself. Perps make me three kinds of mad some days.  
Perps use psychological projection and even holographic projection in  
addition, to falsify evidence and abuse Targeted Individuals and make up  
reasons for the abuses of T.I. and also using virtual drive, virtual machine 
computing to commit crimes in 3 dimensions that we T.I. often can’t even 
perceive. I am perp’d by “stupid smart”  or smart at faking stupid men, women and 
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youth incapable of superego function, love or remorse in many cases that excel 
only at being evil, or just about. “Virtue signaling” off T.I. they think will cover 
their tracks and can’t think past their successful plans to steal the world’s brains. 
Then what, more hells on earth to be reincarnated back into? Is that the stratagem 
for earth? A suffering farm? 

 
Electromagnetic Perps (criminal perpetrators) invade our bodies, homes and  
communities for remote torture, raping and pillaging who I can’t even locate  
alone as a non-citizen being a Jew in Nazi Germany by historical  
comparison, as an American Targeted Individual in 2020 kept poor,  
unarmed, without defense and my mind read by evil. I’ve often secretly seen perps 
as less dense, translucent “hollowmen” who follow me around and invade my 
homespace. The F.B.I. won’t even return my calls yet, and even medical records of 
mine are being altered to falsify evidence to justify me kept being tortured as I am 
falsely accused of their terrorism, perp terrorism and worse. Pride will be their 
downfall, it's been said historically. A true statement, would you agree? Deflection, 
deception, misdirection, sleight of hand, black magic enabled by evil technology 
uses, and extremely dangerous misleading are the modus operandi of these 
criminal, human trafficking gangs passed out catatonic in their own feces in other 
locations from where these crimes are committed as I have already alerted you the 
reader to. The torturers of me for 16 years this 2020 are perpetrating evil crimes at 
me in the Oregon State Hospital, right now. I don’t fear my attackers as I write this 
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to you, I make fun of them as a matter of Dialectical Behavioral Therapy changing 
my emotional response to a persistent unsolved or unsolvable problem. Often, I 
can’t stop myself from making fun of those perping me and am REALLY funny. It 
gives me great joy, frankly. However, I really am a secret domestic American 
prisoner of war (P.O.W.) with no Constitutional or Bill of Rights protections,  
stripped from me and 1.5.-2 million Americans of our 347 million domestic  
population and I estimate there are about 5 million perps doing all this evil.  
Many of whom of my fellow T.I. are driven too crazy and mislead to even  
know that what we face is both mental illness, AND organized crime.  
 
The World and We Targeted Individuals Are Being Deceived and  
Needlessly Tortured by Evil 
 

 
Torture does not make anyone any safer, as previously asserted and that  
statement is backed up by a lot of good research thanks to journalists and  
Americans. That’s an important point worth repeating. Further, perps faking  
that they are aliens or famous people in the perp industry is common practice  
and nothing is holy to them. I was lied to in an attempt to fake Mormon Prophecy 
possible that I had earned a sin free world. There are no real angels, but the 
deception of this technology and being able to take any form perps want, mean 
there really are REAL DEVILS who are different people than they present  
themselves as with real, dirty bodies, catatonic, in other locations who are  
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cyber-genetic possibly, holographic, Project Bluebeam fake people in front of us 
who can’t really be killed at that location in technologically astral projecting  
form, as I’ve explained. I am no angel and there are really no such things,  
only fakers. There are E.M.F. real devils faking angels, and that’s all they  
ever were considering the memory wipes at the moon. However, I am a  
Master of Public Administration and student and researcher and writer on  
the field of charity, our 3rd sector in the economy and I’m a good soul. I  
could accurately be accused of doing the work on behalf of what  
civilizations past could have called angels’ work in the public university  
sector, pro bono. My career was not allowed coming out of the second Bush  
Administration and I can’t stress enough though that there are no real angels,  
only parasites perping good people from beyond 5 senses, and 3-dimensions  
in the electromagnetic frequency around us and trying to do things like steal  
good peoples’ identity, and lives, at speed of thought with synthetic  
telepathy crime. I like charity sure but really, I am a stolen person, a slave,  
and it is ALLOWED. I’m a slave of the worst kind, for the slave. The  
website www.onceand4all.com more or less, happened to me.  
 

 
I have heard from my aunt, who is also a T.I. and part of the inter- 
generational targeting of my family, of an innocent 72-year-old T.I. who got  
an audience with the F.B.I. over being put on the terrorist watch list being  
made a T.I. The feds also put an Oregon State Board of Higher Education  
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member on it, me, and were allowed to torture me sacrilegiously, literally,  
and ruthlessly and incessantly since 2004. The F.B.I. agent told the innocent  
72-year grandmother she “was not supposed to be on this list” and that it’s  
hard to get off of”. The F.B.I. won’t even talk to this white slave, 16 years  
into the unconstitutional tortured of me! TVs in rooms I am at have satanic  
Project Mockingbird of the C.I.A.’s family jewels of evil capabilities talk to,  
and at me, for attacks on me and misleading the target audiences around me.  
Project Mockingbird is further evidence this is not only mental illness but  
external to my person-hood and massive crime, deceptions and extreme  
evils. Satanic Project Mockingbird A.I. (Artificial Intelligence) of the C.I.A. has 
already put my life at risk literally and tortures T.I. from the Americas and Canada, 
to the U.K. and India too, anywhere. Virtually anywhere on Earth the vampire 
squid, N.W.O. (New World Order) octopuses’ tentacles can go that Mockingbird 
can also go too, hypersonically. It can turn populations into lemmings with 
Mockingbird misleading them to their literal own deaths and other evils like killing 
T.I. Efforts to keep Targeted Individuals isolated and abused, mistreated and 
experimented on as human capital, who are monitored by who should not be 
trusted, and turned away from who should be trusted by manipulations of free will 
and total individual control covert technology, keep T.I. constantly unable to 
organize to address their grievances of government and these mafias they 
intertwine with. Conflation, a deception tactic used all too often in the psy-ops of 
my life, is used to confuse Targeted Individuals and the Target Audiences; an  
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example being the son of god conflation purposefully, deceptively combined  
and confused with the literal sun, the solar body that we all rotate around as  
earthlings. Please see the Zeitgeist movies for more info on this example of  
satanic doublespeak used to take advantage of the uneducated, us slaves that  
all of us in 3-dimensions and 5 senses, really are. I am just more aware of  
being a slave because I am a T.I. Also, false confirmations schemes are a  
deeper concern with the 30-year-old world-wide web and the complications  
it brings in information warfare. Attempts to frame me for active shooters  
being triggered by perps that have had advanced information on from remote  
torturing people into committing murders, have occurred in addition to  
falsifying medical records and other crimes to try to make me a patsy, or to  
take the punishments for perp crimes as I have revealed. 
 
Dangerous False Religion, Terrorism and the Same Plot to Enslave  
Every Man, Woman and Child 
 
The shadow government which the Targeted Individual system is an obsessive evil 
and even a matter of addiction with perps on morphine/heroin highs while torturing 
us T.I. laying on their backs on B.C.I. hardware in other locations swimming in 
their own pee, addicted to the evils of these systems, using virtual machine 
computing to commit crimes against T.I. unwilling to wake up and stop  
attacking myself and the Christian/Buddhist natural genome in general and our 
nurturing social institutions, writ large. Perps have also faked two suns in the sky 
for me and other T.I. using C.I.A. Project Bluebeam hologram deceptions.  
I have been V.I.P. perp’d by faked celebrities too. I refuse to be only a statistic of 
these many evils perpetrated on us Targeted Individuals. When the Buddha beat 
mara, the Buddhist satan the Buddha touched the ground while saying “the earth 
shall be my witness” and there was a reported earthquake. I know that in 2020, that 
was a Direct Energy Weapon discharge and the earthquake at Jesus’s death was 
likely a Direct Energy Weapon discharge (D.E.W) too, in a proven to be virtual 
reality universe. Mortal man can cause earthquakes with D.E.W.s with  
technology, in 2020 allegedly. Jesus was misled sadly and thus was misleading in 
my humble opinion. It’s been done to countess others. The tricks played on Jesus, 
and all of us, like the idea the curse of eternal life that we all have was a gift from  
him and who talked into his head, or who basically perp’d him back then and  
that eternal life was not a curse we all had to begin with is not a matter of  
opinion to me, as an aspiring Buddhist Arhat who knows he is living in an  
EVIL virtual reality universe, a simulated universe. The evil still here on  
Earth has an army to fight a false god from 2020 years ago and already won;  
I was just too unaware to know the full extent of the beast system. The  
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technology used on me is very dangerous and is undue influence and false at  
core; in the first 2 or 3 times a Christian gets an (I.2.K.) Image to Skull  
abuse of the image of Jesus in their minds, they 90% of the time are misled  
to think that idolatry image is actually literally Jesus, reportedly. It’s never  
going to be Jesus, only extremely evil human traffickers taking advantage of  
the flock with technology. I am denied basic needs as an obsession by  

these perps, detailed in Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs (pictured). 
Somehow, I still persist because of my own effort as a single human being. 
 
Earthlings Might Want to Evacuate Earth after Death 
 
 
Further, I have observed Brain Computer Interface cyber-genetic terrorists,  
and torturers separate their consciousness from their human bodies alive  
while using electroencephalography caps and chairs B.C.I. hardware and have 
concluded life after death, and the curse of eternal life, is that much more likely. 
Similar to how ice or slushy ice water can transfer form as matter into steam, so 
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too do I highly suspect consciousness lives on after body death as a state of matter 
change. It is said nothing is created or destroyed in existence, as a matter of 
scientific theory, not religion. Our souls might be a form of the physics “weak 
force” and not much weak at all, despite the name. Reportedly there are a few 
ounces or grams that disappear at the moments of death for all of us, no matter our 
size or age that could be the “weak force” of the physics part of us that lives on  
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after body death. I will try to avoid getting pseudoscience-y and am no  
expert in the hard sciences but am a social scientist, masters level training. I  
am also an aspiring Buddhist Arhat, not a Bodhisattva. A Bodhisattva is said  
to be a human who chooses to reincarnate out of love and/or to teach fellow  
humans. I and others recommend Black “Swiss Cheese Hole” portals after  
death at a distance from earth and the moon in space. The portals reportedly  
have depth in space at a distance from earth to escape the solar system after  
death, passing on the “life review” and forced reincarnation and memory  
wipe, white (or other colors) “tunnel of light”. The allegedly moon based  
“tunnel of light” is a sophisticated hologram and suction system close to  
Earth that can fake any deity and/or loved and trusted person, and read your  
mind to mislead us all into unholy reincarnation back here on Earth after a  
“life review” movie of sorts or a kind at our moon. The moon is not what it  
seems. I have faced similar deceptions and systems alive, and will have been  
beer prepared than most to evacuate. All this is some of the evilest anything,  
not known to man that is, forced reincarnations after memory wipes. We  
simply forget the unholy forced reincarnation by true evil, never going to a  
promised Heaven in satanic misdirection of that being some other “place”  
other than states of Nirvana achievable here on Earth achievable with B.C.I.  
computer code, I deeply suspect. Black portals, faked people and the evil  
moon are not new information but known in hard to know research areas, or  
pejoratively stated “conspiracy theory” topics in spoken conversations and  
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documentations online, and off the internet. The evil "tunnel of light"  
associated with the moon close to the earth that one must turn away from  
and think/move into the darkness of space to avoid forced reincarnation, has  
been possibly set up by what has been termed an “alien invasion force” that I  
can neither confirm nor deny. Never before felt senses of love, like a  
magnitude more used to cloud decision making at moments of death I  
experienced alive and can be achieved with B.C.I. computer code, that  
should be made available to everyone in the world. The magnitude of love  
increase Brain Computer Interface computer code has definitely not made  
available to all earthlings so far because of these criminal gangs and human  
traffickers and pure evil disguised as good. Consciousness body-less, is suspected 
to be similar to a dream/nightmare state of mind. I recommend the Tibetan Book  
of the Dead for study of Bardos, a state of mind between awake and asleep we all 
pass by each morning but rarely are conscious of that a fraction of second in,  
much can happen. Bardos are thought to be similar to the state of mind at and  
after moments of death; a dreamlike, mind manipulate-able, even nightmarish 2  
dimensional less dense, sub-reality used to exploit us and trick us from in 3- 
dimensions life now, all around 3-dimensional 5-sense life 24/7 not needing  
sleep as E.M.F. perps. After death is possibly similar to interacting with  
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those that can technologically astral project now while alive, and again none  
of this is “spiritual” as stated before; it’s tech faked spiritual and real evil. 
 
Moments of death misleading of us all deserves much study and testing as  
best we can as good, honest people. A Buddhist monk presented with two  
roads, one that seems longer and harder but is better in the long run or a  
shorter, easier seeming road that is worse overall is similar to what all 7  
billion of us face at and after moments of death, I also suspect. I choose to  
not reincarnate or get tricked into it, and that is more likely what happened  
to many Bodhisattva or otherwise, we are tricked at and after moments of  
death into reincarnation I suspect. An earth evacuee after death may want to  
visit dis-incarnate civilizations of the Orion Nebula or seek older  
civilizations towards the center of the Milky Way Galaxy that Walter Baade  
in the 1940’s discovered is where the older suns are, and I will add possibly  
the older civilizations are too, towards the center of our and all galaxies as a  
rule of astrophysics, and as a matter of discovered logic. Having formed  
much earlier our galactic center, and also possibly much older civilizations  
close to there, may be the best hope in seeking ultimate freedom from  
incarnation and suffering in a proven to be virtual reality (V.R.) universe.  
The technological singularity foretold by Ray Kurzweil hit me hard in 2016.  
I almost died at the hands of the E.M.F. perp gangs that invaded in Tualatin,  
Oregon. I still am very much tortured in 2020 by psychopaths, sociopaths  
and narcissists on my R.N.M. every day and night that I can’t confirm or  
deny are 100% sub-human with no real human body like my own to “log  
out” back into after torturing me for weeks, month, years and decades on  
end.  
 
Further Reading and Reference 
For further research I recommend Targeted Individuals found on YouTube,  
Twitter and elsewhere like Ramona D., Todd Giffen, Project Camelot’s  
Kerry Cassidy, David Icke, The University of Washington concerning 
electroencephalography caps and uses of said B.C.I. equipment that is being 
abused drastically but not by U of W, John Lear, Kevin Christian of Georgia on  
YouTube, James Lyco, David Wilcox, Timothy Trespass, Richard Bruce,  
Wes Penre, Deep Thought News, Dr. Kathryn Horton, Project Avalon,  
Phillip Walker, the Zeitgeist Movies, the documentary “Seattle is Dying,”  
and the movies “Wormwood,” “They Live” and “Gaslight.” Also, I  
recommend myself for reference on hard to know research areas such as  
Targeted Individuals, perps, and sinister plots to steal the world’s brains and  
our bodies and souls along with them even after death I deeply suspect.  
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Please know even though I try to always tell the truth I get lied to and repeat  
the lies I am told, not knowing they are lies. Keep that in your considerations  
as a disclaimer even if only as an after-thought. I also recommend Transcendent 
Man by Ray Kurzweil, The Age of Surveillance Capitalism: The Fight for a 
Human Future at the New Frontier of Power by Shoshana Zuboff, Guinea Pigs: 
Technologies of Control by John Hall, Project: Soul Catcher: Secrets of Cyber and  
Cybernetic Warfare Revealed by Robert Duncan, Aaron E. McCollum’s The 
Trans-human Pandemic: Sub-Humanity’s Messiah, Humanities Annulation,  
The Art of War by Sun Tzu I recommend to all T.I., and all other members  
of the public concerned for us and themselves against the evil will and  
 
actions of perps with such unholy, un-punished malice for us T.I. and don’t  
care about anyone but themselves and/or their evil gangs or the evil  
consequences of enslaving us all. We T.I. a system where human suffering is  
the currency and our pain the enjoyment of too many; Dark Journalism  
topics that may figuratively peel the paint off your walls may also help you  
survive especially if you suspect you are a T.I.  
 
In Conclusion 
 
As a young man preparing for a career, able to REALLY do something good  
about preserving and furthering a high quality, affordable and accessible  
higher education for my countrymen and women I got my proverbially  
public service “wings clipped” by the deep state and other moving parts of  
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the beast system. Even remote torture disabled I still worked for and studied  
university focused charity in my young adult life. However sadly, the same  
plot to enslave every man, woman and child has only got qualitatively and  
quantitatively worse. There are more human slaves, of so many kinds, alive  
today than in all of recorded history. I studied Domestic Political Science,  
Foreign Affairs and Political Theory in my undergraduate in Political  
Science and hold a Master’s degree in Public Administration. I studied at  
both at Portland State University and finishing at the University of Oregon  
with two degrees. Being a “Double Duck” is rare, meaning I hold two  
degrees earned in Eugene, Oregon. The University of Oregon Ducks are the  
250th ranked university in the entire world. Oregon hasn’t even been a state  
that long and we are some of the best of the best worldwide, already. So am  
I. #GoDucks #ScoDucks #GoViks #GoLakeridgePacers. Even after the limits of 
language have been reached, wisdom from experience of hard to know research 
areas and the great unknowns of life on Earth and beyond can at least in some 
limited ways be communicated to others, is a hope of mine. 
 
 
Our birthright lives are taken away by the Targeted Individual system  
leaving us T.I. treated worse than merely entertaining and tortured livestock  
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by these evil surveillance gangs who are sometimes cyber-genetic, hologram  
faked people that are extremely hard to distinguish from others who are flesh  
and blood and/or robotized people, who sometimes don’t know they are only  
robots. That has been my experience. I've seen old associates from k-12 that  
still looked like they did in high school some 20 years later. John Lear  
warned of the electroencephalography cap and chair enabled “fake people” 
problem many years before the tricks were used on me. I was a write-in winner of 
a student body president election at Portland State University in the late 1990’s; no 
one had done that at such a large university before, or since. I was in an article in 
Newsweek about it. That is when I suspect I first became targeted and because my 
leadership and even genome being related to great men such as Johnny L. Sullivan 
bare knuckles and first gloved heavyweight champion of the world for boxing,  
Charlemagne, U.S. President Rutherford B. Hayes, the Utah Youngs’  
family tree, and many others as previously revealed. I was nearly killed by  
these evil perp gangs and for better and/or for worse I have been through a  
process of desensitizing at great expense to my quality of life however  
allowing me to somewhat endure more these tortures and evils. I had a Kundalini 
Experience in 2013 and I have seen fake reptilian humanoids, also called naga is 
my Lord Buddha’s time. I’ve seen two suns in the sky, a trick using Project 
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Bluebeam that can fake lots of different people, places or things. I’ve seen a person 
who was faking they were a cyclops and met a suspected other T.I. who had the 
same trick done to her. I’ve seen talking animals and all of it was deception, lie and 
tricks with tech and my human body. In related consideration something as 
harmless seeming as humor has been deadly weaponized in these covert, 
undeclared wars and Remote Neural Monitoring and Gulf War Syndrome are 
considered by some to be aspects of the same war crimes. What we T.I. endure has 
been called 4th generational warfare. We Targeted Individuals have had a rally 
recently for our rights in the capital of California, Sacramento in 2019. Many of us 
T.I. are sensitized and distracted, confused with this situation being both mental 
illness and done by organized crime. The general public thinks we are ONLY 
crazy, even psychiatry staff falls into that false dichotomy. The concepts are in fact 
not mutually exclusive, being crazy and being a T.I. It’s both. Those involved in  
perping and getting perp’d are the military, intelligence agencies, evil  
humans and trans-humans/sub-humans, microwave and/or ultraviolet spectrum 
form people existing beyond the naked eye’s perception, gangs involved in 
massive sin, satanism and more. Criminal perps are cheating at life and designing 
hells around us T.I. every day, internally and external to our body and mind. I’m 
not just crazy; I am systemically DRIVEN CRAZY by evil perps, street thugs, and  
worse with early access to technological advantages over us all in 3- 
dimensions and 5 senses. Further, I must say somewhat sadly I believe all religions 
and all gods are fake, satanic and we good humans, Mormon, non-believer, 
Buddhist, Christians and all of the 7 billion on Earth of us are “fronts” of good 
people being exploited for inevitable forced memory wipes and reincarnation at the  
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moon after death. That is our fate, I believe, unless we are wiser and know how to 
escape. After death reincarnation moon memory wipes are the worst evil of all in 
my humble opinion and please see John Lear and others on this hard to know 
research areas such as the moon, Wes Penre too. I did meet a fellow T.I. whose 
perps stopped using (V.2.K) on him after over 10 years. In perping, T.I. don’t 
really know if their secret attackers are domestic or foreign. Perps sadly, expertly 
use dis-information, the sin of omission and partial truths, double meanings of 
words to drive us T.I. crazy and make us needlessly suffer and confuse us. Ruining 
our lives in only one component of what is done to us “woke” T.I. I once saw a 
perp faking human form that rearranged their face into a cyclops and confirmed the 
tactic also being used on a suspected fellow T.I. who thinks she is only 
“schizophrenic” along with her 10-year-old son. She’s being human-trafficked and 
brutalized, as am I. To fake a person, another perp used this fake people 
technology and used a too tan to be the real thing, Instagram photo of an 
acquaintance to try to move in with me at a mental health outpatient facility. The 
perp faking a real seeming person sometimes called “skinwalkers” with the use of 
this tech and these systems. This is not only in my imagination or serotonin or 
dopamine related dysfunction in my brain. That said, perps can fake a whole 
human form in seemingly real 3-dimensions human life off a single photo, the 
deception tech is that advanced and while it can drive us crazy it’s not dismissible 
as only us T.I. being crazy. Brain Computer Interface computer code may be as  
simple as C++ computer coding language for the human body and mind. The  
French call orgasm, “the little death” and I can’t confirm or deny but  
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reportedly death in E.M.F. form feels really good before you wake back up  
in your real body, using the E.M.F. B.C.I. electroencephalography chair as 
described in Kevin Christian’s Dark Journalism disclosures. As an aware truth-er 
T.I. still being lied to like we all are sadly, I want you to know your way to 
evacuate and how to after death if it turns out we are all cursed with eternal life, 
which I suspect is the case for all 7 billion of us. As for mind control and mind  
control addiction, in the old west we handled the opium problem by killing  
all the opium den addicts, and dealers. What is being done to 40 million of  
us T.I. by about 100 million perps of the 7 billion of us, is galactic crime and  
so very evil. I can’t emphasize that enough, the evil of perping, and this is an  
addiction for perps, our suffering as T.I.  
 
Evil technological uses and evil people and worse, reigns over us all in  
secret beyond 3-dimensions and 5 senses in the hidden electromagnetic  
spectrum. They, perps, are so many kinds of evil it takes over an hour and a  
half to describe, literally as mentioned. As stated before, I estimate there are  
5 million E.M.F. Perp and flesh and blood criminal gang members within the  
U.S.A. alone, all working under the Department of Homeland Security  
relentlessly, 24 hours a day.  I also want to protect myself not with a shotgun  
which is no better than a paper weight to a hostile soldier, hologram E.M.F.  
perp who can’t be killed with a shotgun and can break undetectably into  
your home as a faster piece of matter, microwave and/or ultraviolet form  
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trans-sub-human. I want to be allowed to protect myself with the same  
electroencephalography cap equipment being used to terrorize and torture me today 
similar to the cap here on the normal internet www.openbci.com but the ones used 
against me are alleged on the darkweb. I can’t confirm or deny perping equipment 
or electromagnetic being equipment available on a site on the darkweb called 
“cashcab” but plan to check it out as soon as I can. I am prevented from doing so, 
sadly.  Phantom limb syndrome has been alleviated by patients in a virtual 
environment; not all of this V.R. tech is bad, it’s how and who is using it. Perps, 
because of these black budget and black ops secret technology do not need to sleep 
anymore as previously stated. I will begin suing in a modern-day Salem, Oregon 
“cyberwitch” or E.M.F. perps, trial that is likely to fail. I will represent myself, pro 
se, in the lawsuit unless I can find a stellar pro-bono lawyer who knows how to 
defeat mind control in many regards, and knows the law; a person that does not 
exist and if they did exist would have to not care about becoming a T.I. also 
possibly for fighting back against the beast system. That is likely to not happen, so 
I am relying on myself. I was born into it, and would not wish my life on anyone, 
nearly literally. These secret terrorists and torturous perps falsely accuse of 
actually, literally in fact what they are guilty of themselves in framing attempts. 
Psychological projection in V.2.K., along with falsifying evidence and projecting 
in another way using Project Bluebeam are both used on myself and other good 
Americans. These dual tactics of deceit are used too  
often, and are huge war crimes. Perps really are catatonic in their human  
bodies, in their own feces. Truly, perps are attacking T.I. from their pee and  
poo at the same literally convincing themselves they are somehow “gods”.  
They, perps, are not gods. None of this is spiritual. These evil perps  
technologically astral projecting their consciousnesses to other locations using 
electroencephalography cap for crime, and to torture us T.I.’s over an entire T.I. 
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lifetime. Perps are guilty of murders, which look like suicides in many cases. These 
sometimes flesh and blood, or robotized and/or hologram, electromagnetic form, 
deceptive, physics related weak force enabled, fake people torture other real human 
beings like myself, using Brain Computer Interface (B.C.I.). As stated with  
Black Ops tech and systems of the Intel communities (C.I.A., M.I.6., and  
K.G.B.), military and others that have corrupted staff and perps and other  
participants that should never have gotten access to such power, perps inflict  
prolonged terrorism, satanism, deadly sin and numerous other evils and  
crimes on myself, and I estimate there are 40 million other T.I. worldwide.  
Perps really are free from many and most punishments and get rewarded in  
enormous ways for their evil work despite what folks like Christians other  
T.I., s and others may think or be led to believe. 
 
I am just one T.I. being overwhelmed by overt and secret evil, unable to be  
taken off the terrorist watch list to get my U.S. Constitutional rights back  
from civil, legal authorities and military tribunals if need be. Everything  
done to harm me from faked medical records to link me to the recent Saudi  
citizen shooting up a Navy Base in Florida to community slander in Portland  
and the U.S.A, to remote rectal torture of me for 5 years and other implant  
abuse, identity theft, sexual humiliation, obstruction of justice, and nearly all  
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of the first 13 amendments of the U.S. Constitution having been flagrantly  
violated against me as a T.I. Perps are falsifying my medical records, as hard  
as that is to believe it is the truth. Perps target us out of envy, hate, jealousy,  
greed, lies, their own mental illnesses and other evils. We T.I. too often die  
by designed suicide, which are secretly really murder. What is a long term  
plan you should know about come hell or high water? The Black Swiss Cheese 
Hole looking portal exits in space around the solar system came to me as front 
loaded, fail safe evacuation instructions I received in a reoccurring dream as a 
small child in the Middle East. Wes Penre and others can corroborate the 
information and are ultimately, merciful. I believe the long hard road of an 
evacuation after death is the way for me out of a V.R. solar system and universe. 
Possibly the whole cosmos is a V.R. Addressing a different but relevant topic, time 
travel I fear has already been successfully made possible by the possibly well 
intended, but time travel controlled by and for the truly evil. Time travel is also 
being faked too by perp in the here and now of 2020, and so forth who are not time 
traveling. Perps are constantly over-simplifying to deceive us, sometimes issues are 
and are not so, black and white. Electromagnetic Frequency, microwave  
radiation “broadcasting” that Kevin Christian Georgia T.I. describes is an  
obsessive evil, perps are preoccupied with dishonoring me, expecting some  
kind of calculable psychotic reaction based on perps who are psychopaths  
torturing me from their own ill perspectives of what they would not want  
while extracting my virtue and smarts through synthetic telepathy at speed of  
thought, as stated before. Please is fleeting, overall. An example of how I am  
an economic slave on par with what Edward Snowden warned about, I  
recently made a recipe for northwest coffee food in 2019 (Ensure Plus and  
drip coffee) and was unable to capitalize on that being a white slave in the  
U.S.A., companies such as Starbucks soon after I came up with NW Coffee  
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Food started making coffee with added protein to their own coffee drinks. I  
invented coffee food because I am poor and it’s a safer way to not get  
poisoned by the way. I have been poisoned by perps many times. I can’t  
even afford to sue as my idea gets capitalized on and that is the economic  
slavery that Edward Snowden warned us of in the surveillance economy  

America as I go on and tell your about mental and physical slavery of the  
worst kinds and more evils than that. There is a successful plot to steal the  
world’s brain and out bodies and souls along with it. 
 
Perps, say one thing and do the opposite and fit nearly part of all the  
definitions of evil. Perps are extreme criminals, cowards and what have been  
done to myself and the other T.I. has been compared to “Gladio 2” and what  
happened in Norway. The perps attacking me are no better than those  
attacking fellow Dark Journalist and proverbial and literal “Devil Jabber”  
Kevin Christian in Jonesborough, Georgia at Howard Circle passed out in  
their own pee, raping their brother’s daughter and pillaging the world as  
likely also being psychopaths, deviants, sociopaths and narcissists who fake  
that they are god and fear no other humans. I can’t emphasize that enough,  
PERPS ARE NOT GODS OR ANGELS OR GOOD. Perps very existence  
and huge crimes very much go against Buddhism, the 10 Commandments,  
the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights and are not only crimes against  
humanity, war crimes also but crimes against creation itself, as I have  
previously asserted.  
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Perps are lazy thieves of whole people and whole lives, obsessed with  
broken tactics of divide and conquer and no real stratagem among them. Past  
causing chaos, I really don't think they can beat the recurring patterns of  
history. Ironically these gangs satanic disrespected me, a good soul, use  
satanic mocking, misdirection, N.L.P. repeaters and suggestions for trauma- 
based mind control, practice eugenics against me, faked secret police to man- 
handle local Police Departments, the pubic, T.I. and allegedly their own  
gangs along with the target audiences, as written about previously. I have seen the 
infamous black unmarked helicopters and domestic psyops with fake aliens in my 
family’s home and a fake alien craft to go with it. Kevn Christian and I as aware 
targeted individuals know those are nothing more than human earth criminals, perp 
gang members, but 15 years ago I really did think I was visited by real aliens. I was 
not. I’ve had “animated” faces of the public and people around me for lip reading 
and the trick used on T.V. where it looks like people are talking about me and it’s 
only my eyes that are being deceived. Asking the person if they really said “this is 
what we call being mind F$^#ed” for example, and their reply is that they did not 
say it is an example of reality testing against the gang member with my R.N.M. 
treating me worse than a wild animal or food in this beast system butchering of my 
life and worse at speed of thought, faster than sound, hypersonic.  
 
Perps criminals fake they are stupid for intel gathering protocol, but then can’t 
seem to wrap their heads around the idea if they can separate their body from their 
mind while alive with B.C.I., the likelihood the consciousness or the soul living on, 
separate from a body after we die is that much greater. In other words, they fake 
they are stupid, but are not however in some areas and examples when they wake 
back up at their real bodies after ruining my life, these evil criminals really are 
stupid, especially for even “playing god” which may be a cosmos-wide, no-no. The 
difference between incompetence and evil is too often confused, and lied about, to 
benefit the truly evil only faking stupidity and/or faking innocence for tactical and 
strategic advantage for evil. That has been the case for the most part of the perps 
attacking my mind remotely using N.L.P. to destroy my normally wholesome and 
even holy, consciousness. Perps develop high skill in faking stupid for evil 
purposes to mask, in part, their evil. Some of it is Neuro Linguistic Programming  
language for mind control and torture & they are not stupid much at all  
as hard for that is for me to admit. Again, it's an evil smart. Smart on it's  
own, is dangerous. Smart, well educated and wise is best. Perps are wise in the 
organized crime connotation and not much else on their own so they steal that from 
T.I. as speed of thought, hyper sonically and use it to mislead the masses. Perps 
have power in what they don’t say, a.k.a. deceptions. Sharing info with other 
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Targeted Individuals worldwide has been extremely helpful to me as well as perps 
who join our side and flip out of these evil “security industry specialists” a.k.a., 
domestic terrorist jobs from Blackwater and other gutter trash satanist groups 
often, too often, disguised as good. There are micro and macro humanitarian issues 
here and as a T.I. myself, up in the mix of the torture with a poisoned worldview,  
there are problem solving activities I can’t be successful at or really even  

“see” or participate in.  
 
The lives we T.I. lead because of these evils and evil people are worse than  
death. Spineless, E.M.F. technological “astral projecting” perps need to  
wake the f*#^ up, and go home. If the U.S.A. falls to the N.W.O. because of  
these centralized, corrupt spying and policing powers we the people are  
holding debt slips to the central banks, crippled by world finance  
misdirection, greed and satanism – not that there is a “savior” to save us  
from 2020 years ago however, all of this and us really do fold into the  
technological singularity Ray Kurzweil foretold of and so much unnecessary  
suffering is already happening. Those that do not know history are doomed  
to repeat it. The tragic irony for this T.I. is I was trying to dedicate my life so  
you America, and the world, could attend a post-secondary education and  
reach advanced learning to better yourself, your life and that of your family  
and community. I failed at that however, I offer corroborated info on the  
Black Swiss Cheese Hole portals in space around the solar system after  
death and while my life gets threatened very often by these perps, I will try  
to live on having shared that info but as a wounded messenger I am in that  
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I’m perp’d and forced to be a human trafficking victim, traumatized mental  
illness patient. The EMF gang still attacking me nearly every minute leaves  
me harder to be believed by others and that impacts all seven billion of us.  
I’m not perfect and have been misled horribly at times. I have at times even  
hoped for world death after being tortured into it, trauma-based mind control  
is extremely wicked. I honestly thought it was the best option for all the  
folks on earth. I didn’t even think past, where would we all go if the Earth  
has ended being so traumatized 2-4 times a minute on average since 2004. I  
can say I lost my personal battle between good and evil the moment the  
zygote that became me, divided in two 41 years ago and about 9 months this  
June 5th, 2020 and even more so, when I lost my U.S. Constitutional rights.  
An exodus out of the solar system, thinking my way towards the Sagittarius 
Constellation and the center of the Milky Way after death likely being discarnate, 
is the answer for me personally fearing that with more evidence I already 
explained, we are all cursed with eternal life. Eternal life was never a gift in my 
humble opinion, it was a curse we already had repackaged by the mislead and 
misleading, something I am also subjected to by voices from V.2.K., microwave 
and/or ultraviolet form people beyond the naked eye in detecting, trans-human 
perps toying with me like a cat with a dead mouse. Again, I am so lied to and taken 
advantage of as a tortured targeted individual, and covert United States prisoner of 
war. Overall, I want to leave Earth after death. I was given or took the Black Swiss 
Cheese Hole Portals Info about after death ways out of reincarnation here on Earth, 
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as a young boy in the Middle East in the form of a reoccurring dream and have 
corroborated the info as an adult. Leaving into space is also thought to be more of a 
dream-like state as opposed to our current more dense 3-d selves as human beings. 
Some call Earth the free energy farm, or the cradle, the table or what amounts to a 
pretty prison for us to be abused in between forced memory wipes after body 
death. The Buddha once said of all the water in all known, and unknown worlds, 
that “all these oceans have been my tears.” Some T.I. meet their handlers, tortures 
and their leadership, mine are some sick f%(&s, devilish opportunists, ruthless as 

all hell and are in the top 6% of evil of all humans on Earth for destroying the 
value of the information about the potential black portals exits out of  
reincarnation around the solar system. The Black Swiss Cheese Holes in space, 
portals, may have been benevolent “artillery fire” to allow us to escape after death 
of some sort that I cannot confirm or deny but if this works out, they are tailor  
made for exodus from Earth reincarnation. If the black portals are not there,  
head in the direction of the Sagittarius Constellation anyway after body  
death is my best advice. My body has been made a falsifying evidence  
instrument for surveillance in crimes against creation itself, with perps  
literally seeing out my eyes and perceiving my thoughts with R.N.M. and  
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synthetic telepathy. Some perps have talked about E.M.F. "virtual drugs"  
ingestion and a "Baldur's Gate" R.N.M. virtual space role playing game  
made for B.C.I., that I cannot confirm or deny. 
 
Treasonous, traitorous, mercenary international organized criminal groups  
responsible for some of the worst evil in existence perpetrated on Targeted  
Individuals, with pathological lying perps around the world, fear no peer or  

superior humans and are dangerous, hollow, false gods who are really evil  
 
people and sub humans in other locations. Perps are not gods at all, as previously  
stated. We T.I. are DRIVEN CRAZY, by microwave and/or ultraviolet form  
people perps as stated before also. They, perps, technologically astral projecting 
are in the sub-reality using electroencephalography caps in the electromagnetic 
frequency E.M.F., the spectrum around 3-dimensions humans are designed not to 
perceive, leaving us more vulnerable and exploitable from the physical space 
around us, as asserted previously. Perps even have learned to lie while telling the 
truth so to say in evil wordsmithing, word twisting I hear in my V.2.K. used to fool 
the other components of hellish survalice being used to abuse us targeted 
individuals. The American dreamscape/nightmare of the electromagnetic 
frequencies of sub-realities previously occupied by only 4th dimensional reptilian 
humanoids allegedly, are used to make hell for us T.I, literally. Again, Perps can 
take human form of whomever or whatever they want in 2 to 3-dimensions with 
B.C.I. caps available at www.openbci.com, and more powerful chairs that allow 
long-term full body hologram perping, mimicked in cinema as fiction in the Matrix 
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movies. These E.M.F. perp chairs are real, and not fiction. The original Matrix 
movie script was stolen from books written by an African American woman named 
Sophia Stewart who was a T.I. and I believe being Remote Neural Monitored, a 
slave like I am and another T.I. The creative content that was used for the film was 
allegedly stolen from her, in these hypersonic ways I am also subjected to and at 
least 1.5 million other U.S.A. T.I. by Blackwater estimates. We are slaves of the 
 worst kinds, for the slaves. The Matrix movie itself has a lot of satanic  
misdirection, and other deceptions, about how this equipment works in our  
world and who is using it. As best I can, I refuse to participate in and support  
the lies that bind this whole reality together through life and after death and  
will continue to do so. However, perps read my mind and work against me  
24/7, not needing sleep anymore. I believe all seven billion of us are forced  
into reincarnations after death, which we do not remember. For me it’s a  
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daily struggle in that on average, every minute of every day I am tortured by  
perps from reportedly sped up microwave and/or ultraviolet form consciousnesses, 
on another wavelength separated from their real, human, deviant bodies. I have 
good moments. Again, I am willing to testify using lie detectors that what I tell  
you are the truth as I know it, and try to help sort out the lies. Qualitatively  
and quantitatively some of the worst crime and torture and evil anywhere, is  

hidden in the targeted individual system.  
 
My expectation is that I will not get justice this life or any other for what has  
been done and is continually inflicted on myself and my family since 2004  
for being a political dissident and a future threat to existing evils, like  
organized crimes that overlaps with government that rapes, pillages and  
plunders even from beyond the naked eye. A correlation and causation analysis of 
EMF perping, the InfraGuard, the Department of Homeland Security, the C.I.A., 
the N.S.A. (Nation Security Administration) and the F.B.I.’s COINTELPRO, the 
Secret Service, Et. Al. and what I call the “Make a Wish Foundation for the 
criminally insane” would yield definitive proof how evil perps and those that 
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support them really are, and how they are contributing to the world’s problems. 
This should be done from the perspective of objective reality which none of us are 
in. Moreover to the point, a Strict Constructionist view of the U.S. Constitution 
might be right in arguing successfully all these federal “legal” agencies are 
unlawful and absolutely unconstitutional. The imperfections of the would still 
should not allow these injustices against T.I. to fester. 
 
Lastly, I believe in no “god” above the Constitution because there never was one 
but perps have assumed the position, for real and it’s a real hell for all of us.  
Sadly, we are but divine animals in a virtual reality universe, mislead and  
abused out on a far off arm of a lonely galaxy orbiting a young sun. As a  
Buddhist, I want to want nothing at all and seek non-reincarnation in a  
virtual reality universe, and possibly a V.R. cosmos, now proven to be true  
mathematically thanks in part to myself, and because of the hard work of  
many of who came before me, like Lord Buddha. Finally, I pray that all sentient 
beings achieve freedom from all suffering and reincarnations at some definitive 
moment, that lasts forever.  
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